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Summary: In this paper, the kinematics of the motion of an inner moving circle along a twice as large fixed outer circle will be consider
ed. Such circles are known in science as Cardan circles. Specifically, within this topic of the paper, cases will be presented where when
rolling a small cardan circle within a large cardan circle, all points along the circumference of the small cardan circle will describe stra
ight lines, which correspond to the diameter of the large cardan circle in length and position. Particular attention is paid to the determ
ination of the turning circle as well as all other kinematic parameters in four-member transmissions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As is well known, every plane motion can be represented as rolling a moving centroid on a stationary one without sliding. It
is believed that one of the greatest contributions in the field of this research was made by the Milan physician, engineer and
mathematician Gerolamo Cardano (1501 - 1576). For us, the most important is Cardan's observation, which refers to the
kinematics of the motion of an inner moving circle along a twice as large fixed outer circle. In science, such circles are
known as Cardan circles (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Cardan circle Figure 2: Particular case of the shape of curved couplers

When the inner Cardan circle 2 rolls without sliding along the outer side of the circle 1, then we have that each point on the
circumference of the smaller circle defines a straight line in a plane related to circle 1. These lines pass through the center O
of a fixed circle, and their lengths are the same as its diameter . Point B (Figure 1) would move along the vertical axis and
point A along the horizontal axis. All other points of the plane of the less moving circle 2 would describe elliptical
trajectories on the fixed plane of the circle 1. Based on this theory, at the end of the 18th century, three-membered toothed
planetary mechanisms were made with point guidance along a straight trajectory. By selecting any point of the moving
plane of the Cardan system and studying the path of its current center, the result is that the non-moving centroid is a circle,
as well as the moving centroid, only with a diameter twice smaller than the non-moving one. Both centroids are located on
the same side of the tangent of the current center. As all those plane motions, where the centroids are circles, are called
cycloid motions, Cardan motion is a special case of this group of motions. Therefore, Cardan motion is defined as the
motion obtained when one circle rolls without sliding on the inner side of a circle of twice the diameter



2. THE CARDAN ISSUE

Figure 2 displays a pair of Cardan circles with a diameter ratio of 1: 2. When rolling a small Cardan circle inside a large
one, all the points of circumference of the small Cardan circle will describe straight lines, which correspond to the diameter
of the large cardan circle in length and position. This is a particular case of the shape of curved couplers, whose curves are
equal to zero. Figure 3 illustrates all possible movements in the Cardan system more closely. On the small cardan circle, in
addition to the circumferential points B and K, describing the rectilinear paths, there are also points A, C, D and E. Point A
is the center of the circle, which is known to describe the circular path. Points C, D, E lie in the plane of a small cardan
circle and describe elliptical trajectories, whose large and small semi-axes can be very easily determined. First, the distance
of such a point from the center of the small cardan circle is increased by the radius of the small cardan circle. Then, the
same distance is reduced by the radius of the small cardan circle. It is now easily perceptible that the rectilinear trajectories
of points B and K and the circular trajectories of point A are nothing but exceptional boundary shapes of the ellipse, once
with a small semi-axis equal to zero and another time with the axes of an ellipse of equivalent magnitude. In the gears
mentioned so far, circumferential points of circles such as B and K have always been used, together with the center of circle
A or with the circumferences of the circle itself, but the second elliptical walking point has never taken part in the process of
motion design. However, an elliptical trajectory or at least such suitable elements as the vertex curvature circles can also be
applied. (Fig. 4). Figure 3 displays a small cardan circle forcibly guided by an OA curve and by rolling inside a large cardan
circle. An additional built-in rotating lever DO1

(Fig. 3) limits the range of motion to the part of the large upright ellipse,

where the vertexes of the curves approach the circle nicely. More precisely, it is the domain in which the smallest deviation
between the variable radius of curvature of the ellipse and the constant length of rotating lever DO1

does not exceed the

total tolerance, which results from the total joint clearance in the gear unit.

Figure 3: Possible movements of the caradan system Figure 4: Elliptical path construction

Based on this example, a wide range of possibilities of approximately rectilinear point guidance arises, ie. obtaining
approximate cardan movement (Fig. 5). In all gears (Fig. 5) the rectilinear guidance of point B (by the circumference of the
small cardan circle) is retained, while the OA curve of the gear (Fig. 5a) is replaced by rotary levers in other gears (Fig. 5b,
Fig. 5c, Fig. 5d), which describe the vertex circles, whose curve coincides with the ellipse, given in Fig. 3. In the case of a
gear (Fig. 5b), point C describes an ellipse, while in Fig. 5c the ellipse is described by point D. Figure 5d displays the
ellipse described by the point E. In all the above gears (Fig. 5), point K (on the circumference of a small cardan circle) is
guided along a line p, while the newly introduced rotating levers describe elliptical trajectories. This is not the case only for
an arbitrarily chosen point K, but for all points on the circumference of a small cardan circle. All these points describe
shorter or longer, but correct rectilinear paths, which are directed towards the center of the large cardan circle, ie. according
to the intersection point of the directions of rectilinear guidance of points B and K.

Figure 5: Gears with approximate cardan movement



The gears discussed below were very popular at the beginning of their discovery and found the use for rectilinear guidance
both for writings on indicators and for guiding machines and pumps. However, their significance is particular nowadays for
the practical application of the curves, which describe the guiding point of the coupler of a mechanism. But if the path of the
point K is not a suitable one, then any other point can be chosen on the small cardan circle, representing a better shape of
the curve.

2. 1. Cardan motion and coupler movement

The scientist Rau replaced the rectilinear motion of point B (Fig. 5) with a circle of curvature of the elliptical path and a
corresponding rotating lever, obtaining an articulated quadrilateral where all points of coupler lying on the circumference of
the imaginary cardan of this circle, have rectilinear parts of the path. In Figure 6, for example, point E, as a point of the
plane of the small cardan circle, describes an ellipse, which has a radius of curvature in the shown position of the small
cardan circle. In Figure 7, this radius of curvature is presented as a walker. The axis of the walker E thus moves along a
circle around the fixed bearing of the walker, which as a circle of elliptical curve approximates the ellipse on that part of the
path with great accuracy, as shown in the figure by a solid line. The same ellipse would be described by point E, as a point
of a small cardan circle. As one of the points in the plane of the small cardan circle, its center A describes a circle around
the center C (switching pole) of the large cardan circle, which is used as a curve circle with the aid of the CA curve (Fig. 7).
The path of the axis of curve A completely overlaps here with the path of point A, as the center of a small cardan circle.
Points E and A are at the same time points of one rigid plane, which is a plane of a small cardan circle in Figure 6, whereas
in Figure 7 it is a plane of a coupler. With reference to the subject mentioned above, the result is that the plane of the
coupler in Figure 7 moves for a very long time in the same way as the plane of the small cardan circle in Figure 6., while the
motion of point E on the cardan ellipse can be replaced by the motion of the same point E along the line of curvature of the
cardan ellipse. This again means that the laws of motion of the coupler plane can be replaced by much simpler equations of
the ellipse of cardan motion in this domain, which as second-degree equations lie in the field of elementary mathematics.
However, in each position of the gear there are coupler points, whose path curves at one point have zero value. The curves
in such places look approximately like straight lines. Therefore, the paths of the coupler points have inflectional/bending
points. The radius of curvature is then infinitely large, so that at these points the normal acceleration has zero value. As all
points of circumference of a small cardan circle have rectilinear paths, as a result, they do not have normal acceleration.
Recognizing this fact is of fundamental importance for the further development of Rau's theory of approximate cardan
motion.

Figure 6: Path point E a small cardan circle Figure 7: Path point of gear

2. 2. Approach to the turning circle determination

When referring to each square gear, there are coupler points in each position, whose normal acceleration at one point has a
value of zero. They then pass a point on their path called a flat point. It can be proved that such a coupler point, without
taking into account the special positions, lies on a circle in the plane of the coupler. Such a circle is called a turning circle
or a normal circle. Besides, there are coupler points in each position, whose tangential acceleration at one point has value
zero, which means that they occasionally move in an equal manner. Such coupler points are located in the plane of the
coupler, again not taking into account the special positions, also on the circle, which is called the tangential circle. The
turning circle and the tangential circle, the so-called Bresse's circles, intersect at two points, at the velocity pole P and at the
acceleration pole J (Fig. 8). The center of the turning circle lies on the normal of the pole trajectory, the center of the
tangential circle lies on the tangent of the pole trajectory. The normal of the pole trajectory and the tangent of the pole
trajectory, the determination of which is still being explained and on the basis of Figure 10, all the way to the Figure 13,
should be considered as an axial cross in the plane of the coupler and facilitates the determination of individual coupler
points. While the velocities of the arbitrary coupler points are related to each other as their distances from half the velocity,



thus the accelerations of the arbitrary coupler points in relation to their distances from half the acceleration are obtained.
The precondition is that, for some coupler point, the speed and acceleration according to the size and direction are known. If
the velocities in this direction of action are plotted as vectors, then they always stand at right angles to the corresponding
pole beam P. Figure 8 shows the curve of the walker in the internal dead position. The center line of the coupler closes with
a tangent of the pole path, angle . In addition to the two coupler joints A and B, four more coupler points were tested on

the centerline of the coupler : K1, K2, K3, and K4.

Figure 8: Bresse's circles Slika 9: Normal acceleration construction

Their velocities stand at right angles to the coupler midline, the lengths of the vectors are derived when air is drawn through

the vertex of the vector Av and the pole P. As opposed to velocities, the acceleration vectors close the same angle to

each other with the beam poles to the acceleration pole J, for each gear position, which is normally less than 90 .
90 . The acceleration vectors of the various coupler points in Figure 8 are determined by plotting a parallel line to the

present coupler line. This line passes through a single point on the pole ray AJ, which is obtained when the acceleration

vector Aa from its position on the curve midline (normal acceleration) coincides by the angle on the pole sign AJ. At certain

signs of the pole, for the respective coupler points, the obtained lengths of the vector must then overlap by an angle in the

respective sense, when they want to show their direction of action. The vector vertex lies in the curve bearing 0A , so in that

case the length of the vector is equal to the length of the curve. This follows from the construction of normal acceleration

(Fig. 9), when the speed of the curve axis Av is chosen, equal to the length of the curve.

The acceleration vector for the walker axis, here at the same time the pole of velocity P, lies on the normal path of the pole.
This acceleration cannot be considered either as a tangential acceleration, or a normal acceleration, but this is an inflectional

acceleration, since the walker axis B lies here in its dead position. The angle between the acceleration vector Ba and the

corresponding pole beam to J appears in the turning circle, as a circumferential angle above the tendon JW. It follows that
for all couplerpoints on a bending circle, for example for a coupler point K2, the angle between the acceleration vector and
its pole beam must appear as a circumferential angle above the same tendon. The direction of the acceleration vector for
arbitrary points on the turning circle therefore coincides with the direction of the velocity vector. Thus, acceleration can
only be tangential. All coupler points on the turning circle pass through the turning points. For the coupler points on the
turning circle, an acceleration vector arises, the normal component of which is directed from the pole. The coupler curve of
such a coupler point K1 must appear convex, viewed from the pole, since, as is well known, the direction of normal
acceleration is always directed radially towards the curvature centre. For coupler points outside the turning circle, for
example K3 or K4, a normal component arises, which is directed towards the pole, which means that the respective places of
the couplercurves, viewed from the pole point, must look concave. The intersection point of the turning circle with the
normal of the pole path is the turning pole W, and the intersection point of the tangential circle with the tangent of the pole

path is the tangential pole T. The triangle PTW closes the tangent angle  at the pole. This angle is the circumferential
angle above the tendon PJ in the tangential circle. The same circumferential angle applies to all other points on the
tangential circle, in relation to the same tendon PJ. Therefore, as can be seen from the example of the curve axis A, that the
velocity and acceleration vectors for all points on the circumference of the tangential circle stand at right angles to each
other. The resulting accelerations can only be normal accelerations. The acceleration pole J, as the coupler point and the



intersection point of both circles, passes one inflectional/bending/ turning point of its path, while the velocity pole P, as the
coupler point and also as the intersection point of both circles, is standing still and gets the inflectional acceleration.

For the ratio of two diameters of the tangential circle td and the turning circle Wd , it holds

(1)

Thus, the diameter of a tangential circle can be determined, when the diameter of the turning circle and the angle  are

known. The following formula is also used for the diameter of a tangential circle.

(2)

Along with the distance between the pole P and the axis of the curve A, which can be taken from the drawing, the angle of
the pole beam , measured according to the tangent of the pole trajectory, is required to determine the diameter of a

tangential circle. It follows that the position of the tangent of the pole path must first be determined. The position of the
tangent pole P and the magnitude of the beam angle of the pole , must be determined by the auxiliary structure, which is

given in Figure 10 a and Figure 10 b, presented for the walker. The current pole P is located as the intersection point of the
midlines (straight lines through the joint points) of the curve and the walker. This gives values for distances PK and PM.
The axis of the walker is marked here with K (coupler point), and the bearings of the walker with M (curvature center).
The center lines (straight lines through the joint points) of the base and the coupler intersect at the relative pole Q. The
straight line through the relative pole Q and the instantaneous pole P is the so-called collinear axis or collineation axis and
closes the angle with the pole curve beam, which, but in the opposite direction, must be applied to the pole walker beam, in
order to obtain the tangent of the pole trajectory as its free angle arm. To find the angle of the pole beam ( ), the angle for

the walker is between the tangent of the pole trajectory and pole walker beam, or between the collinear axis and the pole
curve beam. To calculate the diameter of the turning circle, the application of the tangent of the pole trajectory into the
auxiliary structure can be omitted. This method of calculating the diameter of the turning circle has a disadvantage – it lies
in the need for auxiliary construction and in measuring the required distances PK and PM and the angle of pole beam ( )

in it, because it must be very accurately drawn and very carefully measured, especially the angle of pole beam ( ), if some

major inaccuracies are to be avoided. The construction of the turning circle diameter is possible without using the angle of
pole beam ( ). It is only necessary to construct the tendon of the turning circle, for each pole of each base of the bearing

member (curve, walker) of the respective gear. As Figure 11 shows, the verticals intersect at the endpoints of these tendons
at the turning pole W. The distance between the current pole P and the turning pole W is the diameter of the turning circle

Wd (and at the same time the normal of the pole trajectory). Sometimes the assessment of diameter of the turning circle,

when the tangent of the pole trajectory is being detected according to Figure 10 a or Figure 10 b, but also the vertical in the
current pole W is immediately drawn, the normal of the pole trajectory (Figure 12). Then only one of the tendons of the
turning circle must be drawn, whose vertical at the end point of the tendon S intersects the normal of the pole trajectory at
the inflectional/bending point W. Between the pole P and the turning point W lies the diameter of the turning circle. The
determination of the tendon of the turning circle is shown in Figure 13 for the pole curve beam, and in Figure 12 for the pole
walker beam. The current pole P is obtained, as is already known, as the intersection of the curve centerline/midline and the
walker midline (straight line through the joint points). The straight line 1 should be drawn through the axis of the curve K
(Fig. 13), at right angles, towards the centerline of the curve, plus the parallel 2, through the current pole P. On the straight
line 1 through the axis of the curve K, the distance PK is applied, with the endpoint T, through which then the straight line 4
is drawn from the bearing of the curve M, which intersects the parallel through the current pole 2 at the point. The distance
has the length of the required tendon of the turning circle PS in the pole curve beam 5. On the vertical 6 at the end point of
the tendon S, lies the turning pole W (Fig. 11). The corresponding construction in Figure 12 follows in the same way. The
points K and M are then only the axis and the bearing of the walker 1. Since the angle between the pole curve beam and the
line 1 is arbitrary, through the axis of the curve K, then it is selected the way the line 1 coincides with the centerline of the
coupler, as it is done in Figure 13 b for the construction of Figure 13 a. The advantages of this position of line 1 lie in the
fact that this line then passes through the axis of the walker and therefore, as well as the parallel line 2, through the current
pole P, it can be used both for determining the tendon of the turning circle along the pole curve beam and for determining
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the tendon of the turning circle in the air of the pole walker beam, which is shown in Figure 14. The construction is not only
considerably simplified, but above all, it is made more accurate due to the elimination of some sources of error. The
dependence between the turning circle and the walker curvature is shown in Figure 15. Figure 15 shows the position of the

walker in the internal dead position. The axis of the walker B coincides with the pole P, and the bearing of the curve 0A
with the relative pole Q. The midline of the coupler is at the same time the collinear axis (collineation axis), and it coincides
with the pole curve beam as well.

a) b)

Figure 10: Determining the position of the tangent of the pole path

Figure 11: Construction of the diameter
of the turning circle

a) b)

Figure 13: The determination of the tendon of the turning circle is shown for the pole curve beam

Figure 12: The determination of the tendon

of the turning circle is shown for the pole

walker beam



Figure 8 and Figure 15 both show the position of the gear in the plane of the image, so that the tangent of the pole trajectory

t stands vertically and the normal of the pole trajectory horizontally, while the turning circle lies to the right of the tangent

of the pole trajectory. This makes it easier to compare two images. The position of the turning circle and its side of the

tangent of the pole trajectory depends on the direction of the curve of the coupler point, which serves as the basis for

determining the turning circle. In this case, it is the axis of the curve A. When the circle of the curve in the area of the axis

of the curve from the direction of the pole looks convex, then the axis of the curve lies in the turning circle, and if it looks

concave, then the axis of the curve lies outside the circle of rotation (Figure 8 and Figure 15).

Figure 14: The determination of the tendon of the turning circle is shown for the pole curve beam
and for the pole walker beam

It follows from the above that the tangent of the pole trajectory coincides with the pole walker beam, since the angle to be
applied has a value of zero, according to Figure 10 a. Thus, a particularly clear picture is obtained. Due to the rotation of the
curve, the pole P moves in the direction of the tangent of the pole trajectory with alternating speed of the pole V. This can
be decomposed into two mutually perpendicular components in the direction of the pole beam and transversely to the pole
beam, in relation to the pole curve beam. The component in a transverse position to the pole beam is particularly important
here with size sinv .

Figure 15: Position of the walker in the internal dead position

Afterwards, the following proportions can be set
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For the point K1, the corresponding center of the curve 1M is found as the point of intersection of the pole beam through

1K with the connecting line of the vertices of the vector of sinv and for the coupler point 2K whose trajectory currently



has a curve of zero value, the corresponding center of the curve 2M must lie at infinity. This is the case when the

connecting line of the vertex of the vector passes parallel to the pole beam, in other words, when
2

sin Kvv  . By

definition, this point must then lie on the turning circle, since all points on the turning circle do not have normal

acceleration. The distance of the pole of the coupler point 2K is the tendon of the turning circle of length sinWd .

The resulting proportions are:
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(5)

Therefore, we get the diameter of the turning circle:
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According to the Formula 2, since the diameter of a tangential circle is also known, then the acceleration pole J also arises
as the intersection point of both circles.

3. CONCLUSION

It can be concluded that this paper offers a solid base of new information on the possibility of approximation of Cardan
motion and quantitative deviation magnitudes of various solutions from rectilinear trajectories. If we bear in mind
everything stated in the paper, it is necessary to emphasize that when designing articulated four-bar linkage mechanisms
with Cardan motion, it is necessary to check, among other things, the size of the error and whether it meets the set
technological requirements. If they do not satisfy, then the deviation of the constructive plane positions between which there
is a maximum constructive error should be reduced. After that, the results should be checked again by the process of
analysis and synthesis of the mechanisms. If we are not able to improve the accuracy of the movement in the proposed way,
then we use one of the optimization techniques, with the application of nonlinear programming, which I have not dealt with
in this paper, and it may be a suggestion for further research. However, if the accuracy of the obtained movement meets the
technological requirements of a specific application of the mechanism, then the process of designing such mechanisms is
stopped. Specifically, as a proposal for the framework of further research, it is suggested to develop a mathematical model
for articulated four-bar linkage mechanisms, based on which all parameters of an articulated quadrilateral can be
determined, and the water coupler point describes the desired trajectory or vice versa, for the observed approximation
interval.
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